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Calendar Dates to Remember
17th September

Fri

Last day of term—2:30 Finish

8.45AM TO 3.45 PM

Before and Afterschool Care
is available

26th August 2021
MANY HAPPY RETURNS TO
STUDENTS HAVING THEIR
BIRTHDAY FROM
26th August—07th September

Beaula, Tyler, Andre, Julie,
Jenny, Sebestian, Alana,
Josephine

GREEN & GOLD

Telephone: 9723 2472
OSHC PH:
1300 105 343
Email: croydon.ps@education.vic.gov.au

HOURS OF SCHOOL
SUPERVISION FOR CHILDREN

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
CURRENT LOCKDOWN AND REMOTE
I have been hearing about many people who are finding this lockdown more difficult. It is not
surprising, as we were hopeful it would be short and sharp and once it was extended we were
disappointed. I was shown this page from The Boy, The Fox and The Horse the other day. I am
sure many of us have sighed “This is getting harder”, but what a wonderful response that “Then
every step you take is a bigger victory.”

The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and The Horse
By Charles Mackesy

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
There have been many challenges that our relatives have encountered over many
generations. Other pandemics, plagues and Spanish Flu, World Wars and Great
Depressions. All of these were really hard also, but most people weathered these terrible
events and came out stronger for having survived.
It was awful at the time, it is awful right now, but as I told the Year 6 students at the end of
last year, they are able to say, I managed, I survived, I am resilient and I now have new
skills that I did not have before.
I am so proud of our teachers who would of course prefer the students were here, but they
are working incredibly hard to provide outstanding remote learning resources. It is harder
for them, including those that are supervising students on site as well as teaching their class
and preparing the next pack.
I am so proud of our students and their parents who are joining class meets, completing
work on line or hard coy and are staying really positive. I also want to thank the wonderful
parents who have dropped of little treats to say thank you. They have been consumed those
very quickly!!
We hope we will see you soon, but if not we know that it will be to keep us safe and that
your teachers will make sure you keep learning.
RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS
A lovely lady came to the school yesterday, dropped off a box of tea and left. She did not
want to give her name or speak to anyone, however we thank her for thinking of us. We saw
similar kindness last year. Such a small gesture can lighten the day.
WORK AROUND SCHOOL
While we have few students on site we have taken the
opportunity to do some work. New soft-fall has been
placed in all the playgrounds. We had hoped to do this at a
working bee, but instead I thank Thla Aik for completing
the task.
BOOK WEEK
Thank you to Glynis Hughes for organising all the books. I
have heard of class meets reading some of the stories.
Parents I’m sure will enjoy reading the Early Childhood
book of the year.
I heard the authors talking that it was based on a situation where the parent stood on a piece
of Lego and asked her 3 year old to pack the lego up. “No Never” was the response. The
book is a cautionary tale to children about what might happen if their parents say the same!

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
COVID VACCINATIONS
I had a very productive meeting with the Health Department on Friday, supported by Jerry
and Da Da. I contacted them about providing vaccinations from our school hall to support
families who may find it difficult to get vaccinated due to language, travel, difficulty
booking etc.
They were really open to the idea and we have staff training to be Ambassadors so we can
provide the correct information.
They would hope to set up across 3 or 4 days including a weekend. Their aim is about 500 a
day which would be a huge target. This would be open to anybody not just our parents and I
would hope all our families could encourage neighbours etc to come.
Anyone from 16 upwards could be vaccinated. It would be both Pfizer and Astra Zeneca
offered.
I do not want anyone to cancel an appointment they already have as this may take a few
weeks to organise, and I encourage you to book in if you can at another centre as soon as
possible at https://www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au/book-your-vaccine-appointment
Please ring the school 97232472 or email croydon.ps@education.vic.gov.au if you want to
be included in the school option. We would need to know how many people are interested.

ENROLMENTS
We currently have a number of new parents hoping to tour the school before enrolling.
Tours may not be available for some time as they come well after students return. We have
a very comprehensive virtual tour on the website. If you know anyone who still has not
enrolled, please encourage them to do so as I must begin organising staffing soon.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
CHICKENS
The year 1 /2 students were fortunate to see their chickens hatch before we began remote
learning. We are keeping the female chickens at school and will hopefully have school fresh
eggs down the track. Miss Van Den Akker was instructed on how to tell the girls from the
boys! The students have been kept up to date with their growth during their on-line
sessions.
Miss Van Den Akker’s father (Martin) has created a very impressive metal coop for them to
stay safe as they grow. Our Chick – Inn is already a hit. We can’t thank him enough for the
incredible job he has done.

TILLY COLOURING COMPETITION
Thankyou to those of you who have already returned your colouring. Tilly thinks they look
really good up in the hallway. There is still time to complete.

INTERESTING FACTS
Ketchup was once used as a medicine in the United States. In the 1830s it was sold as “Dr
Miles’ Compound Extract of Tomato.”
Rain contains vitamin B12
The sun has enough energy to burn for at least another 5 billion years.

Kind Regards
Julie Gilbert
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